Flamingo Toes
Slouchy Summer Hobo Bag

4 HOUR
Slouchy
SUMMER
Hobo Bag

Pattern Pieces Included
All Instructions can be found at
http://www.flamingotoes.com/2012/07/4-hour-slouchy-summer-hobo-bag/

Cut out and tape pattern together according to instructions on each piece, and matching up lines.
Each piece has a 1” guide to make sure your printer is printing out image at correct size.
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Slouchy Hobo Bag Piece 1
Cut 1 of base fabric on fold
Cut 1 of lace (top fabric) on fold

Tape to Piece 2

Tape to Piece 3
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Top Tab Piece

Cut 4 of Base Fabric (if using thinner fabric cut 2 or interfacing)